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Abstract 
Hell, P. and J. NeSetCl, The core of a graph, Discrete Mathematics 109 (1992) 117-126. 
The core of a graph is its smallest subgraph which also is a homomorphic image. It turns out 
the core of a finite graph is unique (up to isomorphism) and is also its smallest retract. We 
investigate some homomorphism properties of cores and conclude that it is NP-complete to 
decide whether or not a graph is its own core. (A similar conclusion is reached about testing 
whether or not a graph is rigid, i.e., admits a non-identity homomorphism to itself.) We also 
give a polynomial-time verifiable condition for a graph of small independence number to be its 
own core. 
1. Introduction 
In this note we summarize some principal properties of graph cores. We 
encountered this concept, related to graph homomorphisms and ridigity, in the 
late sixties, while we were both students of Gert Sabidussi. (The word 
‘core’-related to the Czech ‘duSe’ -reminded us at the time of Gert’s last name.) 
The concept has since proved useful on several occasions, [l, 2,5,8,9,12,14]; it 
was also studied, under different names, and from different points of view, in 
[3,10-12,161. 
Graphs may be directed or undirected, but, with the exception of the remark 
below, they are always finite. To facilitate the definitions, we view an undirected 
graph as a directed graph with each undirected edge replaced by two opposite 
arcs. A homomorphism G+ H is a mapping f : V(G)+ V(H) such that 
gg’ E E(G) impliesf(g)f(g’) E E(H). If H is a subgraph of G then a homomorph- 
ism f : G+ H such that f(h) = h for all h E V(H) is called a retraction of G onto 
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H, and H a retract of 6. A subgraph H of G is called a core of‘ G if there is a 
homomorphism G --, H but no homomorphism G+ H’ for any proper subgraph 
H’ of H. A graph which is its own core will be called simply a core. In other 
words, a core is a graph H which admits no homomorphism H - -* H’ for any 
proper subgraph H’ of H. Thus the only homomorphisms cf a core H to itself are 
surj::ctive homomorphisms, i.e., automorphisms. A graph which admits no 
homomorphisms to itself, except for the identity, is ealled rigid, [6, 191. Cores 
have also been called minimal graphs [3,20], unretractive graphs [lo, 111, 
retract-rigid graphs ]16], reduced graphs [14]. or retract-free graphs [2,12] in the 
literature. 
Observations. (1) If H is a core of G then H is a core (i.e., is its own core). 
(2) Every graph has a core. 
(3) The core of a graph is unique, up to isomorphism. 
(4) A graph is a core if and only if it admits no proper retracts. 
(5) H is a core of G is and only if it is a retract of G and, among retracts of G, it 
is minimal with respect to inclusion. 
(6) A core of G is an induced subgraph of G. 
(7) Let H be a core of G and H’ a core of G’. Then G admits a homomorphism 
to G’ if and only if H admits k homomorphism to H’. 
Proofs. (1) Consider any homomorphism f of H to a subgraph H’. Compose f 
with a homomorphism g : G + H, which exists since H is a core of G. Their 
composition is a homomorphism fg : G + H’. Thus H = H’ and so H is a core. 
(2) The family of subgraphs H of G for which there is a homomorphism G + H 
has elements minimal with respect to inclusion. 
(3) Suppose both H, and Hz are cores of G, and let fi : G--j HI, f2 : G + Hz be 
homomorphisms. Since both HI and Hz are cores, it is easy to see that the 
restriction of f, to Hz and the restriction of fi to H, are two surjective 
homomorphisms between HI dnd Hz. Therefore H, and Hz are isomorphic. 
(4) If H admits a retract H’ #H, then it is not a core. Conversely, if H’ # H is 
a core of H, and f a homomorphism H-H’, then f restricted to H’ is a 
homomorphism of H’ onto itself, i.e., an automorphism a of H’. Then a-‘f is a 
retraction of H onto a proper retract H’. 
The remaining statements (S-7) are easy to derive. Cl 
Remark. Much of the above discussion fails for infinite graphs. For instance the 
one-way infinite directed path I (with the vertices 0, 1,2, . . . and arcs 
01,12,23, . . .) has no core. The same graph has no proper retracts while having 
proper homomorphic images. The disjoint union of all finite complete graphs 
(K, U K2 U K3 U - - -) has proper retracts but has no core. One can also construct 
a more complex infinite graph G which has a core H # G but has no proper 
retract: Let AC, be obtained from the on:-way infinite path I by adding the arcs 
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Fig. 1. An infinite graph G which has a proper core but no proper retract. 
02,24,44,...; for integers i > 0, let Ai be obtained from A0 by adding the first i 
of the arcs 13,35,57, . . . , and for integer i < 0, let Ai be obtained from AC1 by 
deleting the first i of the arcs 02,24,44, . . . . We consider these to be disjoint 
graphs, and denote the vertex 0 (respectively 1) in each Ai by ai (respectively bi). 
We obtain a family (Ai)ieZ of graphs indexed by the integers Z, such that Ai*Aj 
if and only if i ~j. Then let H consits of the disjoint union of all graphs Ai 
together with the two-way infinite directed path with the arcs . . . , a_3a_2, 
a-2a-1, a-,aO, aoal, a1a2, a2a3, - . - . Finally, let G be obtaind from H by the 
addition of another copy A; of A, (whose vertex 0 is denoted by a;) and an arc 
from a; to bo, see Fig. 1. 
There is a homomorphism G + H taking each Ai to Ai+l and A; to A 1. It is not 
hard to verify that H is the core of G, and that G has no proper retracts. 
2. Density and comparability 
IIere we denote by G < H the fact that there is a homomorphism G + H but 
no homomorphism H-* G. 
Theorem 1 [20] (Density of graphs). Let x(G) >2. For every graph G’ with 
G’<G there is agraph H with G’<H<G. 
Theorem 3 [15] (Density of sparse graphs). Let x(G) > 2. For every graph G’ 
with G’ < G there is a graph H of the same girth as G’ for which G’ < H < G. 
Corollary 3 (Density of cores). Let G be a core with x(G) > 2. For every core G’ 
with G’ < G there is a core H of the same girth as G’ for which G’ < H < G. 
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Proof. Follows from Observation (7). Cl 
Theorem 2, in the case when C is a complete graph, was proved in [15] by 
nonconstructive means. Using the same method, we prove here a variant 
(Theorem 4) of relevance in the next section. (A constructive proof of Theorem 2 
can be found in [4].) 
Theorem 4. Let G be connected, x(G) > 2, and let g > 0. For every graph G’ with 
G’ < G there is u connected graph H of girth at least g which admits a 
homomorphism to G but not to G’. 
Corollary 5 (Density of very sparse graphs). Let G be connected, x(G) > 2, and 
let g > 0. For every graph G’ with G’ -K G there is a graph H’ for which 
G’ < H’ < G, and such that every cycle of length smaller than g in the graph H’ 
belongs to a subgraph of G isomorphic to G’. In particular, the girth of H’ is the 
same as that of G’. 
Proof of Corollary 5. Let H’ = H U G’ where H is a graph from Theorem 4. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let g, G’, and G be given; let {al, a2, . . . , ck} be the 
vertex set of G, and let r be the number of vertices of G’. Let n be a positive 
integer, and consider the graph A obtained from G by replacing each ai by a set 
Ai of size n. (These sets are pairwise disjoint and whenever ai and aj are adjacent 
in G, all pairs of vertices in Ai and Aj are adjacent in A.) Let A*-be a random 
spanning subgraph of A with each edge chosen independently with the probability 
p = nb-‘, where d is strictly between 0 and l/g. We call a set of vertices of A 
large if it intersects Ai and Aj in at least n/r vertices for some edge a;aj of G. We 
first prove that the probability (Y that a large set contains at least n edges goes to 
1. Indeed, for sufficiently big n, 
1 - a! d 2 Pr(A* has fewer than n edges) 
B large 
(1 - p)f++ = o( 1). 
On the other hand, the expected value of the number of edges contained in all 
cycles of A* of lengths 3,Y, . . . , g is at most 
Therefore for big values of n there must exist an instance H* of A * which 
contains at least n vertices from every large set, and some n - 1 edges of H* 
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whose removal results in a graph H’ with girth at least g. It is also clear that H’ 
admits a homomorphism to G. We verify that H’ does not admit a homomorph- 
ism to G’. If f were such a homomorphism H --* G’ then from the definition of H’ 
we see that no f-‘(x) could be a large set. Therefore there are distinct vertices 
Xl, x2, * - . , xk of G’ such that eachf-‘(xi) has at least n/r vertices in Ai. It is now 
easy to see that mapping each ai to Xi is a homomorphism of G to G’. This is a 
contradiction. Clearly a connected component H of H’ must satisfy the statement 
of the theorem. 0 
Theorem 6 (Incomparable cores). Let B be a connected graph with x(G) > 2 and 
odd girth g a 3. Let N be a positive integer and let g’ be arz odd integer, g’ >g. 
There exists a sequence of connected graphs A 1, A2, . . . , AN such [hat: 
(a) each Ai admits a homomorphism to B, 
(b) each Ai has girth g’, and has each edge in a g’-cycle, 
(c) each Ai is a core, 
(d) there is no homomorphism Ai --* Aj when i # j, 
(e) each Ai has at most 3g’(N -I- 4) vertices. 
Proof. It will suffice to prove the theorem when B is the odd cycle of length g. 
Let the vertices of B be 0, 1,2, . . . , g - 1. First we define T to be the oriented 
path obtained from the directed path of length N + 4 by reversing the (i + 2)nd 
edge, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). It is easy to see that the only possible 
homomorphisms among the graphs T are the identity mappings, i.e., there is no 
homomorphism T* q when i #j, and only the identity homomorphism when 
i =j. Next we let U be the undirected graph in Fig. 2(b): it has girth g’ and each 
edge in a cycle of length g’. There is a homomorphism U+ B taking, ai to i when 
i=l,2,... ,g- 1 and th e remaining vertices aj to 0 and 1 in an alternating 
fashion; mapping the vertices bi and Ci in a similar way; and mapping the central 
vertex to 0. Moreover, U is easily seen to be a core, because the three cycles of 
odd length g’ must map to cycles of the same length under any retraction. Finally, 
we construct Ai by replacing each arc xy of T by a different copy of U, identifying 
x with u and y with v. Clearly, the graphs Ai satisfy (b) and (e). It is also easy to 
see how to combine homomorphisms of individual copies of U to B to verify (a), 
since B is vertex transitive and so the image of any one vertex of a copy of U can 
be arbitrarily prescribed. To prove (c) and (d), consider any homomorphism of Ai 
to Aj (with i and j possibly equal). Since any two vertices of Ai which lie on a 
common cycle of length g’ must map again to such two vertices, the image of any 
copy of U in Ai must be a copy of U in A,. Moreover, two copies of U in Ai, in 
which the vertex u of one is identified with the vertex v of the other, must again 
map to two such copies of U in Aj. In this way the homomorphism of Ai to A, 
gives rise to a homomorphism of T to T. As observed above, this is only possible 
when i = j and the homomorphism is the identity. This proves (d); and since U is 
a core, also (c). (In fact, it is easy to argue that each Ai is rigid, i.e., admits only 
the identity homomorphism to itself.) Cl 
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(a) The oriented paths for N = 3. 
b - - . g-2 v=bg_, - * - b3 b2 th 
(b) The core U 
Fig. 2. 
It is interesting to note that an alternate proof of Theorem G (a-d) can be 
based on our Theorem 4. Starting from A;, we construct graphs A’;, AZ, . . . , A; 
where the odd girths gy of A: satisfy gy__, 3 gi + 2, and such that each A: admits a 
homomorphism to the cycle of length g + 2i -- 2 but not td the cycle of length 
g + 2i. Now define Al to be the graph obtained from A: by replacing each edge uu 
of Al with a cycle of length g’, identifying one vertex ZJ of the cycle with u, and 
another vertex y, of maximum distance from x on the cycle, with V_J. Finally, 
letting Ai be the core of Al, we have a sequence of graphs which can be seen to 
satisfy (a-d). 
3. Complexity of core recognition 
The main purpose of this section is to prove that to recognize cores is in general 
an NP-complete problem. There are of course special situations in which the 
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probiem is easy. For instance, for bipartite gfdph being a core is equivalent to 
being isomorphic to KZ:. With this in mind, we d tine, for an arbitrary fixed graph 
W, the following problem. 
Problem COREw. Instance: A graph G and a homomorphism G-, W. 
Question: Is there a nonsurjective homomorphism G+ G? 
(Note that cores are precisely the graphs for which the answer is NO. This 
formulation has the advantage of giving a problem that belongs to the class NP, 
since it is easy to verify in polynomial time that a proposed mapping is indeed a 
nonsurjective homomorphism.) 
The above discussion implies that for W = KZ, the problem COREw is in P. In 
fact, the same argument applies for any bipartite W. 
Theorem 7 (Core recognition). 1f W is bipartite, then COREw is in P. 
If W is not bipartite, then COREw is NP-complete. 
Proof. The first statement is explained above. Here we shall prove the second 
statement. Since W is not bipartite, it contains odd cycles; let g be the length of a 
shortest odd cycle in W. Let A be the odd cycle of length g and let B be the odd 
cycle of length g + 2. It is known that to recognize graphs which admit a 
homomorphism to B is NP-complete, 191. We shall show that this is also 
NP-complete among graphs G which have girth at leat g + 6 and which admit a 
homomorphism to A. (A similar result, without the girth requirement, has been 
independently obtained in [ 131.) 
First note that B < A, thus by Theorem 4 there is a graph A4 of girth at least 
g + 6 which admits a homomorphism to A but not to B. Let E?: be such a graph 
with the minimum possible number of edges, and let uw be an edge of M. 
Consider the graph I obtained from M by removing the edge uw, adding a new 
vertex KJ and the edge WV. It is easy to see that I admits a homomorphism to A in 
which u and v have the same image, and I also admits a homomorphism to B; 
however, there is no homomorphism of I to B in which u and iy have the same 
image. Let B’ be the graph with the same vertex set as B and all edges ab such 
that some homomorphism of I to the cycle B takes u to a and v to b (note that in 
this case there is also a homomorphism taking u to b and u to a). It follows from 
the circular symmetry of B that B’ contains an odd cycle, thus it is also 
NP-complete to decide if given H admits a homomorphism to B’ [9]. Let G be 
the graph obtained from H by replacing each edge xy by a different copy of I 
identifying u with x and y with V. Then G* B if and only if H + B’. (This is easy 
to see directly, and is essentially the trick of Lemma A in [9].) Moreover, the 
graph G does admit a homomorphism to the cycle A: all the original vertices of 
H can map to any one fixed vertex, and each copy of I admits a homomorphism 
to A with u and v both taken to that vertex. Finally, G has girth at least g + 6 
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because there are no shorter cycles on I and because each path from u to u in I 
corresponds to a cycle in M and hence has length at least g + 6. This proves the 
NP-completeness of testing for a homomorphism G-, B among graphs G which 
have girth at least g + 6 and which admit a homomorphism to A. 
Let G be a graph with girth at least g + 6, which admits a homomorphism to A. 
We are now in position to describe a cons:ruction of a graph G* which admits a 
homomorphism to W, and which is not a core if and only if G admits a 
homomorphism to B. This will prove the theorem. Let B be as above, let 
g’ = g + 4, and let the vertices of G be numbered ul, . . . , UN. Consider the 
family of graphs Aj from Theorem 6, and identify each vi wtih an arbitrary vertex 
of Ai. The graph G* is obtained from this construct by adding a (disjoint copy of 
the) cycle R. The first (easy) observation about G* is that it admits a 
homumorphism to A and hence also to W. Then note that G* - B is a core: 
Theorem 6 (b) together with the fact that G has girth g + 6 imply that any 
homomorphism of G* - B to itself takes each A, ta some Aj, Theorem 6 (d) 
forces i =i, and Theorem 6 (c) assures the homomorphism maps G* - B onto 
G” - B. Because of the girth restrictions on G and Ai, the cycle B does not admit 
a homomorphism to G* - B. Finally, each Ai admits a homomorphism to B, thus 
G*- B- B if and on!y if G 3 B. Since G* admits a homomorphism to a proper 
subgraph if and only if G* - B+ B, we are done. Theorem 6 (e) assures that this 
is a polynomial reduction. 0 
It follows from Theorem 7 that it is NP-complete to recognize cores even 
among 3-colourable graphs, thus certainly NP-complete for general graphs. 
Remark. A similar construction also shows that it is NP-complete to decide 
wtiether or not a graph G is rigid. Consider the following problem. 
Problem RIGI&+,. Instance: A graph G and a homomorphism G+ W. 
Question: Is there a non-identity homomorphism G + G? 
As above, when W is bipartite, RIGID,,, is trivial, as the answer is always YES 
unless G has only one vertex. One can prove the NP-completeness of any other 
RIGID, by a technique similar to the above. To avoid the technicalities, we only 
describe the idea here. This is best seen be considering not ordinary graphs but 
sets with several (binary) symmetric relations. (Graphs are sets with one 
symmetric relation.) Let G be a nontrivial rigid graph. Since G is not bipartite, it 
is NP-complete to decide whether or not X+ G. Let, for any graph X with n 
vertices, X# be obtained from X by having one symmetric relation for the edges 
of X, and n other symmetric relations, the ith containing only the loop at the ith 
vertex of X. Also let G* be obtained from G by having one symmetric relation 
for the edges of G, zqd n other symmetric relations, each consisting of the loops 
at all the vertices of G. Then an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 7 
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shows that X--, G if and only if X* U G# is rigid. To make X* U G# into a 
graph, one only has to replace the ‘edges’ of the individual relations by special 
gadgets that simulate the homomorphism action of the relations. This is a 
technique well explored in the literature, cf. [19], and we skip the details. It is 
worth noting that the complexity of a similar problem, in which the instance is a 
graph G and the question is ‘Does G admit a nonidentity automorphism’? is 
unknown. 
4. A characterization 
SiTice izcognizing cores is NP-complete in general, it is intersting to observe 
that for graphs with small independence number, there is a good (Hall-like) 
characterization of cores. In fact, when the independence number is one, the 
graph is complete, and hence always a core. When the independence number is 
two, the cores are precisely the complements of the so called 2-bicritical graphs. 
(A nontrivial graph G is 2-bicritical if every vertex removed subgraph G - v 
admits a cover of all vertices by vertex disjoint cycles and isorated edges.) This 
result is obtained by combining a result from [18] with an argument essentially 
inherent in [8], and we prese nt it here explicitly in the larzuage of cores. 
Theorem 9. Let G be a nontrivial graph with independence number two. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(I) G is a core, 
(2) for each set K of vertices of G which induce a complete subgraph, there are 
more than /lvl vertices in G which are not adjacent to all of K, 
(3) the complement of G is 2-bicritical. 
Proof. If G is not a core, there is a retraction f : G + G ’ where G ’ is a proper 
subgraph of G. Note that for each vertex x of G’, the set f -l(x) is independent in 
G and hence has at most two vertices. Let K be the set of all vertices x of G’ for 
which f-‘(x) has precisely two vertices. Then K induces a complete subgraph of 
G, for if the vertices x and y from K were not adjacent, then f-‘(x) U f -l(y) 
would be an indc 1p:ri:rient set of four vertices. By a similar argument, each vertex 
of K is adjacent to 2f1 other vertices of G’. Thus the vertices not adjacent to all of 
K all come from G - G’, which has precisely IKl elements. This proves that (2) 
implies (1). On the other hand, if (2) fails for a set K we may assume that K is 
minimal, i.e., that each proper subset K’ of K has more than llv’l vertices not 
adjacent to all of K’. It follows that K has precisely IKI vertices not adjacent to 
all of K and therefore each subset K’ of K (including K itself) has at least IK’l 
vertices not adjacent to all of K’. By Hall’s theorem, the family of sets Sx = {y: y 
not adjacent to x}, x E K has a system of distinct representatives, with, say, y, 
representing Sx. Note that the union of all the sets Sx has precisely IKl elements 
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and so each x in K is adjacent to all vertices except the yZ for z in K. It follows 
that the mapping f which takes each y, to the corresponding x (while keeping all 
other vertices fixed) is a proper retraction, thus (1) fails too. 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) stated for the complementary graphs, asserts 
that a graph is 2-bicritical if and only if each non-empty independent set S has 
more than 1Sj netghbours. This was first proved by Pulleyblank [ 181, and is stated 
as Lemma 6.2.1. in [ 171. Thus Theorem 9 has been proved. 0 
Note that condition (3) can be tested in polynomial time, [ 171. It would be 
interesting to know whether it is already NP-complete to recognize cores among 
graphs with independence number three. 
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